
Campaign Overview | Since 1988, Sun Cruises Inc. (SCI) has been the lone provider of 

ferry and tour services in Corregidor Island, a historically significant destination an hour boat 

ride west of the Philippine capital of Manila. To drive sales and awareness, the team ran an 

AdWords Campaign from May 16 to June 3, for $250.23 spread across 5 campaigns with 15 

ad groups, and executed a promo offered by the client exclusively through AdWords. 

Optimization techniques were also adopted such as Search Engine Optimization (SEO) and 

Landing Page Optimization. The overall goal was to meet business objectives of at least 

100% ROI ($500 sales) through 40 voucher downloads with 10% redemption by achieving 

Campaign Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) of $0.42 CPC, 0.40% CTR and 150,000 

impressions. Adjustments to the plans, such as adding a Remarketing campaign and new ad 

groups were implemented as we progressed to adapt to opportunities and to manage risks. 

The account was monitored daily and decisions were made collectively. 

Key Results | After the 18-day
[1]

 run, total CPC was an impressive $0.08 for 436,528 

impressions with 0.71% CTR (2.26% for Search, 

0.18% for Display) - well above set targets and 

country averages. Website stats monitored through 

Google Analytics also surpassed our targets. 373 of 

482 downloaded vouchers were realized into paid 

bookings. Overall, the campaign resuled in an 

astounding ROI of 

8,998.54% 

generating revenues of $22,496.35
 
from the voucher promo alone

[2]
.  

Conclusions | With meticulous monitoring and consistent optimization, the AdWords 

Campaign proved to be an overwhelming success, surpassing all expectations. There were 

deviations from the initial plans, but the overarching strategy of capturing the market at 

different phases of the purchase cycle through well-structured campaigns and ad groups 

was followed all-throughout. We remained flexible and unafraid to depart from our pre-

campaign plans so long as it would benefit the Campaign’s performance. 

Recommendations | Despite relatively low costs, AdWords proved to be highly beneficial in 

growing SCI’s business. Given the fierce competition in the travel industry online, SCI 

should identify effective strategies to continue such as segmenting ad groups and using 

effective keywords. Together with site improvements, particularly with relevant and original 

content, SCI’s AdWords Campaign should consistently adapt to travel trends and 

opportunities while exploring new campaigns beyond those already used.     

Clicks vs Impressions 

[1]The Campaign ran from May 16, 16:00 to June 3, 10:00 (GMT+8) for a total 
of 17 days and 14 hours. 
[2]Php 924,600; exchange rate of 1 USD = Php 41.10 as of May 13, 2013 used 
for consistency with pre-campaign report; As per 2013 SCI sales data 
 



Campaign Overview | Despite an internet penetration of 35%
[3]

, the Philippines is still 

behind in digital commerce. Most consumers remain wary of e-commerce, hence, the team 

and the client’s pre-Campaign expectations were very conservative (see KPIs below). 

In launching the AdWords Campaign, the group’s primary goal was to drive sales through 

number of visitors and revenue. Secondary to this 

was to raise awareness and strengthen branding for 

Corregidor as a travel destination near Manila. 

The overwhelming success of the AdWords 

Campaign is attributed to several Key Success 

Factors (see summary below) that the team adhered 

to during the Campaign. Costing $250.23, the 

Campaign ran for roughly 18 days instead of the planned 21 to take 

advantage of the client’s 

decision to extend the promo period. In line with this, a 

new campaign and additional ad groups were created 

with adjustments to the planned budget and bidding 

options. The Campaign aimed to maximize CTR and 

Conversions (online bookings) while minimizing CPC 

by using keywords with high Quality Scores (QS). To 

achieve optimal ad performance, the Dynamic Keyword 

Insertion Tool, capitalization and effective calls-to-

action were used for the ad texts. Approximately 700 keywords (broad, phrase and long-tail) 

within 15 ad groups in 5 Campaigns (initially 13 and 4, respectively) and over 1,200 negative 

keywords were identified for further optimization
[4]

. The display campaigns aimed to drive 

awareness through impressions and improved site traffic. In line with this objective, not only 

did we execute the initial plans for Display, we even expanded to integrate Remarketing into 

the strategy which proved very successful. We employed a dynamic strategy of adjusting bids 

depending on performance in order to take advantage of potential for clicks and conversions. 

Lastly, the Campaign was also measured in terms of website traffic through Google Analytics 

and complemented by social media efforts to spark curiosity and induce Google searches. 

Evolution of Campaign Strategy | Phase 1: Awareness (May 16 – May 22) This phase 

was used to raise awareness of SCI and its offerings in preparation for the promo that the 

client slated to run from May 23 - 27. Initial plans to use Geotargeting to limit the ads to 

Metro Manila were abandoned upon discovering that this option was not available in the 

[3]Source: Philippine Department of Science and Technology, 2013 
[4]Using Keyword Tool, Search Query Reports, Google Trends and 
Contextual Targeting Tool 
 



Philippines. Ads were limited on a country level instead. The start of the Campaign also 

marked the launch of the redesigned website and a separate landing page 

(www.corregidorphilippines.com/tours.html) which the team created specificall for the 

Campaign. Google Analytics codes were also embedded into the page to monitor site 

performance The first four days of the Campaign exposed the highly competitive nature of 

the online travel industry, resulting in a daily average of only 55 clicks (1.58% CTR, $0.07 

CPC) mainly from “Tours & Packages”, while the Branding and Brand Awareness 

campaigns fell behind (0.90% and 0.54% CTR, $0.10 and $0.18 CPC respectively). Using the 

Bid Simulator, we learned that the ads stopped appearing in the late afternoon due to budget 

depletion. Thus, bids were lowered by $0.05 to stay within budget while ensuring ad 

availability despite risking ad position. 

        Late approval of our image ads by the client delayed our Display ads. We instead 

decided to time the Display campaign in preparation for the launch of the discount promo 

where more impressions would be beneficial. After noticing low conversions despite an 

upsurge in site visits, we decided to launch a Remarketing Campaign in an attempt to 

recapture that audience. Conversion tracking was also delayed by around 4 days due to the 

client’s late addition of the conversion tracker snippet into the website code and thus Event 

Tracking in was enabled in Google Analytics (we set online bookings as an Event) and 

recorded online bookings being made. On Day 6, the “Brand Awareness” campaign 

significantly improved (1.35% CTR and $0.08 CPC) which may be attributed to the launch of 

the social media campaign around the same time.  

Phase 2: Sales (May 23 - May 27) This period covered the 5 days set by the client for 

downloads of a 50% discount voucher for one of SCI’s product offerings. To maximize the 

potential of the promo, we enabled the Remarketing Ads and accordingly customized all ads 

(including display ads), even using “Last Day Promo” on Ad Titles and Ad Text during the 

last day of the offer. Manual bidding was done to better control the campaign and the budget 

was adjusted on a daily basis to optimize performance of all campaigns. Due to the 

conversion potential of the “Tours and Packages” campaign, its bid option was changed from 

Optimize for Clicks to Conversion Optimizer. The campaign’s budget was doubled from 

$7.41 to $15.71 to accommodate the increasing clicks from the promo. The promo also 

allowed the “Branding” campaign to improve its CTR from 0.52% in Phase 1 to 1.21% by 

the end of Phase 2. In addition, the Remarketing Ads proved successful with a 0.20% CTR, 

$0.07 CPC and 13.16% conversion. Therefore, budgets for Remarketing, and Display Ads in 

general, were increased given their favorable performances. Additional keywords (high-



potential, long-tail) and negative keywords were added with the use of the Keyword Tool. 

Major content changes in the SCI website were also implemented to improve QS. One of the 

most effective improvements we made was the use of Site Links and Ad Extensions which 

ended up generating more than a third of the Campaign’s total clicks.  

Phase 3: Promo Extension and Campaign Wind-Up (May 28 - June 3) On the last day of 

the promo, the client abruptly decided to extend it until May 31
[5]

. The extension was brought 

about by its performance surpassing expectations and similar promotions by SCI in the past. 

With this, the team reallocated the budget to sustain the momentum of the promo. Although 

this meant ending the Campaign about 3 days earlier than planned, we saw more value in 

taking advantage of the promo extension to deliver more sales to our client by maintaining 

and even increasing bid levels on successful ad groups instead of decreasing them to last until 

day 21. Overall, this resulted to changes in budget allocation among campaigns, depending 

on the effectiveness of each ad 

group (illustrated left). We did this 

to maximize the click and 

conversion potential brought about 

by the promo. We also saw an 

opportunity to create new and more 

attractive ad copies through the use 

of the terms such as “Limited Offer Only” during the extended promo period which got the 

highest CTR (6.73% for “Tour Package” ad group) among all the ads. The “Philippine 

Island” ad group was added to take advantage of the rising trend of “Island Hopping” in the 

country while the “Competition” ad group was made to leverage on the high search levels for 

near-Manila destinations observed using the Keyword Tool and Search Query Reports. 

The execution of these Phase 3 strategies brought about surges in multiple KPIs and 

AdWords metrics such as increased CTR for all campaigns, more than 50% of total clicks 

(1611) and 187 regular online booking conversions. Moreover, more than 40% (around 100) 

of total voucher downloads and 92% (around 340) 

of reservations were made during Phase 3. 

Key Results | Our Campaign performed well 

above set expectations with total sales from the 

promo alone reported at $22,496.35
[6]

. This is 

directly attributable to the AdWords Campaign 

given that the promo was exclusively promoted and made available through AdWords. A 

[5]
Downloading of vouchers was extended until May 31 

while redemption of discount was extended until June 4.
  

[6]
Php 924,600; exchange rate of 1 USD = Php 41.10 as of 

May 13, 2013 used for consistency with pre-campaign 
report; As per 2013 SCI sales data 
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staggering 487 vouchers 

were downloaded with 

76.6% of these downloads 

realized into actual paid 

bookings. Promo sales 

alone resulted in an ROI 

of 8,998.54%
[7]

, exceeding our target ROI of 100% or $500. Goals for additional Facebook 

Likes and inquiries were also surpassed. Our results (left) achieved all targets; more than 

doubling impressions and Search CTR while keeping CPC below initially expected. 

Google Analytics was used to monitor our set KPIs in terms 

of site traffic - all of which improved significantly 
[8]

. The 

number of site visitors grew from 667 to 1378 average daily 

visits. The same trend was also observed with average daily 

page views. Despite this upsurge in traffic, the Bounce Rate increased only minutely, 

reflecting that the Campaign delivered quality traffic through accurately targeted keywords. 

The most successful campaign was “Tours and Packages” which was appropriately given 

50% of the budget as it generated the most clicks and conversions. This was driven by 

successful ad groups, two of which were among the best-performing ad groups as 

summarized by the tables below. Excluding keywords containing “Corregidor” which 

performed best due to low competition and expectedly high QS, “Manila Bay Cruise” 

delivered the best results (11.84% CTR, $0.08 

CPC, 15.52% conversion). Similarly, brand 

keyword “Sun Cruises” and phrase “Promo Tour” 

also performed well in the same metrics.   

Conclusions | Our Campaign was driven by an 

evolving strategy. From being very cautious in 

Phase 1, we adapted quickly and were able to 

achieve staggering results. All aspects of the 

account were regularly scrutinized, and changes, additions and adjustments were discussed 

and implemented when seen necessary. Furthermore, the team’s dynamism was crucial in 

allowing the Campaign to take advantage of opportunities, such as the extension of the promo 

period, and manage potential setbacks such as being under/over budget at certain points. 

During the Campaign, we observed that GSN impressions were more targeted (having been 

solicited through specific keywords) and are thus more likely to produce quality clicks with 

[7]Non-promo sales were not included in computing for ROI since the 
Campaigns direct contributions to Non-promo sales cannot be 
accurately determined 
 [8]Post-Campaign Google Analytics data (averages from May 17 – June 
3) are compared to averages from May 7 – May 13 to be consistent 
with pre-campaign report data 



higher conversion potential as compared to GDN impressions which are more incidental, but 

have a wider reach. This analysis led to the group’s strategy of using Search to drive 

conversions and the Display to drive awareness and calibrating expectations accordingly (i.e. 

high CTR and conversions for Search, more impressions for Display, etc.). Balancing these 

two goals was reflected in our budgeting wherein we spent a significant majority on Search 

where clicks were expectedly higher. This, however, did not preclude us from deviating from 

our initial budget plan to increase allocations on Display and accommodate remarketing 

given their better-than-expected performances. Our results validated this strategy as 95.44% 

of our Conversions were from Search while Display contributed 74.72% of total impressions. 

By identifying the different factors needed to achieve our overall goals, we were able to set 

specific objectives for each campaign (i.e. Tours and Packages - sales, Display Topics - 

awareness, etc.) and ensure that we had targeted campaigns and ad groups to capture the 

market at all phases of the purchase cycle. 

Recommendations | In line with SCI’s business goals, we highly recommend continuing the 

AdWords Campaign, coupled with a site revamp, to supplement other marketing efforts.  

Account Structure – To further optimize the AdWords Campaign, granularity must be 

improved. Keywords should be grouped more specifically in multiple ad groups for better ad 

customization and performance monitoring.  

Display Ads – The travel industry, especially in the Philippines, deals with visually-oriented 

consumers. Therefore, image ads are effective in showcasing SCI’s offerings which was 

validated by our Campaign results in the GDN. Display ads should be strategically used, 

however, by using more effective image ads.  

Site Extensions and Remarketing – Adapting these two strategies midway through became 

one of the Campaign’s key success drivers. SCI should employ these strategies with further 

improvements. SCI can experiment with different Site Extensions for different ads and using 

Remarketing strategically, such as during peak seasons, to capitalize on its potential to 

convert interest into sales.  

Website Improvements – The site revamp should reflect a design change based on a central 

strategy as well as a focus on SEO using relevant and original content. Moreover, the online 

booking interface and layout can be improved to be more intuitive and user-friendly.  

Explore Other Digital Marketing Opportunities - Aside from using Google Analytics to track 

site performance, SCI should also consider using other Google services such as Webmaster 

Tools, YouTube, Google+ and others to complement efforts.  



Learning Objectives and Outcomes | Our GOMC team is firm in our belief that the future 

is in digital. A relatively new field, the body of knowledge on how to win online is constantly 

evolving.  There were so many pieces of often conflicting advice on how to run our AdWords 

campaign – from fellow students, professors, and advertising professionals.  

We realized that there are no tried and true formulas for success and that there many new 

ways to use AdWords successfully. Ultimately, there was no better way to learn and discover 

than to dive head first into the digital arena and be at the cutting edge of marketing. 

Coming from a position of zero experience using Google’s Business Services, we had 

to learn as we went along and be responsive, adapting to every new issue that surfaced. We 

became better marketers and were able to share our experiences and learning to others too. 

Aside from developing our technical expertise by understanding the theoretical 

frameworks behind SEO, ROI, CTR, etc., our most important takeaway was that a 

consumer-centered approach to AdWords will always win out. We crafted our campaigns 

around key insights like the consumer mindset that Corregidor Island is perceived as “old and 

boring” or that ads with clear calls-to-action are most effective in order to communicate a 

tailor-fit message that really resonated with the youth. It was not enough that we understood 

how AdWords worked; we had to understand AdWords in the context of the Philippines, 

the tourism industry, and the Filipino consumer mindset – with a clear niche and target 

market in mind. By taking a scientific approach that was complemented by intuition and 

common sense, we were able to craft a campaign that satisfied real business objectives. 

Group Dynamics | Our team had never worked with each other before. We auditioned as 

individuals, but we quickly bonded – united by a love of marketing and a passion for winning. 

In fact, our diverse backgrounds and strengths complemented each other and prompted 

healthy internal competition. Still, we had to overcome quite a few challenges: 

Separated by Time and Distance. We were unable to meet regularly despite coming 

from the same university. Two members were interning in Singapore; another two were 

interning in two different cities in the Philippines; the remaining two were taking summer 

classes; and our faculty adviser was taking a vacation in the rural provinces of the 

Philippines! We conducted all of our meetings online and took full advantage of services like 

Google Hangouts. We relied heavily on productivity tools like Google Drive and Google 

Docs in order to work together despite being thousands of kilometers apart. 

Data-Driven Decision-Making. Each of us had strong personalities, and we often 

disagreed on how to run things. It was important for us to listen, be flexible, and make our 

decisions coolly based on qualitative and quantitative data and not just emotions or hunches. 



Client Dynamics | Clear Expectations Setting. For our client, all our actions had to make 

sound business sense and have high returns on their investment – not just in monetary terms 

but in terms of both time and effort. For us, this experience is a competition. For SCI, this 

is a business and a livelihood. Even before the Campaign began, we made sure not just to 

ask permission but really collaborate since the company was very traditional and hesitant to 

try digital. We were challenged to communicate the benefits of AdWords to their business 

and how jargon like Impressions, Conversions, etc. translated to their real-world business 

objectives. By learning to speak their language on their terms, we were even able to help 

refine our campaign since they were more intimately familiar with their target market’s 

consumer mindset. 

 Transparency and Constant Communication. SCI had never even heard of Google 

AdWords before we pitched it to them. It was certainly not a company priority, and they 

would sometimes take days to reply to our e-mails. That’s why to was crucial for us to 

educate SCI management on what we were doing and what it meant for their business. We 

needed to justify every decision and show how it connects with their overall company 

strategy. While it meant that we needed to seek approvals and put in extra effort (which, led 

to delays), transparency was crucial to establishing credibility. In fact, with the results we 

were able to deliver, SCI now realizes the importance of AdWords and how digital can help 

their business. They’ve even said that they’ll use AdWords after the competition is over! 

Future Recommendations | Strategy: (1) Have more targeted ad groups in order to better 

track our performance. By grouping too many keywords, we were unable to track our ad 

groups as accurately as we could have. (2) More accurate codes to enable conversion 

tracking and ROI measurement will enable us to better track performance and adjust 

performance. (3) Continue exploring new and less competitive keywords via stronger 

consumer and industry understanding in order to have a better position despite lower bids 

especially in the tourism industry where competition (mostly indirect) is extremely fierce. 

Learning Experience: (4) Learn from and reapply best practices from other successful 

campaigns in order to build on the existing body of knowledge instead of just a trial-and-

error approach. In the same way that this report aims to help future campaigns achieve our 

levels of success, previous case studies are crucial to refining our strategy. (2) Don’t be 

afraid to experiment. Try creative new ways of using AdWords and push the limit on what 

digital marketing can do since a lot of potential is still unexplored. Group and Client 

Dynamics: (5) Start earlier and expect the unexpected. Delays are a fact of life, so we 

should better plan and create buffers for delays that lead to a lot of lost sales. 


